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This book is designed to serve as a basic text for the
undergraduate course in Heat and Mass Transfer.
The book follows the classical pattern treating the
subject from both analytical and numerical view
points. Throughout the text, emphasis has been
place.
Heat and Mass Transfer in Capillary-Porous Bodies
describes the modern theory of heat and mass
transfer on the basis of the thermodynamics of
irreversible processes. This book provides a
systematic account of the phenomena of heat and
mass transfer in capillary-porous bodies. Organized
into 10 chapters, this book begins with an overview of
the processes of the transfer of heat and mass of a
substance. This text then examines the application of
the theory to the investigation of heat and mass
exchange in walls and in technological processes for
the manufacture of building materials. Other
chapters consider the thermal properties of building
materials by using the methods of the
thermodynamics of mass transfer. The final chapter
deals with the method of finite differences, which is
applicable to the solution of problems of non-steady
heat conduction. This book is a valuable resource for
scientists, post-graduate students, engineers, and
students in higher educational establishments for
architectural engineering.
The Aim Of This Book Is To Present To The Students,
Teachers And Practising Engineers, A Comprehensive
Collection Of Various Material Property Data And
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Formulae In The Field Of Heat And Mass Transfer.
The Material Is Organized In Such A Way That A
Reader Who Has Gone Through The Engineering
Curriculum Could Easily Use The Formulae And Data
Presented In Heat Transfer Calculations. Hence, This
Compilation Is Primarily Intended As An Adjunct To A
Standard Text.The Data Book Devotes Considerable
Space To The Property Values Of Materials Solids,
Liquids And Gases That Are Commonly Used In Heat
Transfer Situations. Property Values For Various
Materials At Different Temperatures Are Given For
The Use Of Designers.The Formulae For Conduction,
Convection, Radiation, Boiling, Condensation,
Freezing, Melting, Heat Exchangers And Mass
Transfer Are Arranged In An Easily Usable Tabular
Form With Symbols And Units Explained Alongside.
The Limitations And Restrictions In The Use Of
Empirical Relationships Are Also Mentioned
Alongside. The Empirical Formulae And Charts Have
Been Selected.Suggestions Received Since The
Appearance Of The Fifth Edition Have Been
Incorporated, As Far As Possible, In The New Edition.
A Number Of Charts And Data Have Been Added To
Enhance The Value Of The Book. The Presentation On
Convection Has Been Enlarged, Taking Into Account
The Recent Publications. This Book Is A
Comprehensive Collection Of Heat Transfer
Information In Si Units For Students And
Practitioners.
Learn and apply heat and mass transfer principles to
real-world chemical engineering problems This handson textbook provides a concept-based introduction to
heat and mass transfer procedures and lays out the
foundation to practical applications in a broad range
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of fields relevant to chemical and biochemical
processing. Written by a recognized academic and
experienced author, Heat and Mass Transfer for
Chemical Engineers: Principles and Applications
contains comprehensive discussions on conductive
and diffusive processes and the engineering
correlations between momentum, heat, and mass
transfer. Readers will get Mathematica workbooks
that facilitate calculations and explore trends. The
book refers extensively to Perry's Chemical
Engineers' Handbook, Ninth Edition for data and
correlations. Coverage includes: Introduction to heat
and mass transfer Thermal conductivity Steady-state,
one-dimensional heat conduction Combined
conductive and convective heat transfer
Multidimensional and transient heat conduction
Convective heat transfer Thermal design of heat
exchangers Fick’s law and diffusivity Onedimensional, multi-dimensional, and transient
diffusion Convective mass transfer Design of packed
gas absorption and stripping columns
Multicomponent diffusion and coupled mass transfer
processes Mass transfer with chemical reaction
Heat and Mass Transfer for Chemical Engineers:
Principles and Applications
Heat and Mass Transfer : A Textbook for the Students
Preparing for B.E., B.Tech., B.Sc. Engg., AMIE, UPSC
(Engg. Services) and GATE Examinations
A Multi-scale Approach
Fundamentals and Techniques

This monograph presents results of the
analytical and numerical modeling of
convective heat and mass transfer in
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different rotating flows caused by (i)
system rotation, (ii) swirl flows due to
swirl generators, and (iii) surface
curvature in turns and bends. Volume
forces (i.e. centrifugal and Coriolis
forces), which influence the flow pattern,
emerge in all of these rotating flows. The
main part of this work deals with rotating
flows caused by system rotation, which
includes several rotating-disk
configurations and straight pipes rotating
about a parallel axis. Swirl flows are
studied in some of the configurations
mentioned above. Curvilinear flows are
investigated in different geometries of
two-pass ribbed and smooth channels with
180° bends. The author demonstrates that
the complex phenomena of fluid flow and
convective heat transfer in rotating flows
can be successfully simulated using not
only the universal CFD methodology, but in
certain cases by means of the integral
methods, self-similar and analytical
solutions. The book will be a valuable
read for research experts and
practitioners in the field of heat and
mass transfer.
The very first major reference text on
this topic, this book provides a unique
collection of articles reviewing the state
of the art in the field. It gives
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particular emphasis to emerging
technologies, from bioengineering and biotissues to nanotechnology. The integration
of the different topics is presented via a
combination of theoretical and applied
methodology to provide a self-contained
major reference that is appealing to both
the scientist and the engineer.
The rapid growth of literature on
convective heat and mass transfer through
porous media has brought both engineering
and fundamental knowledge to a new state
of completeness and depth. Additionally,
several new questions of fundamental merit
have arisen in several areas which bear
direct relation to further advancement of
basic knowledge and applications in this
field. For example, the growth of
fundamental heat transfer data and
correlations for engineering use for
saturated media has now reached the point
where the relations for heat transfer
coefficients and flow parameters are known
well enough for design purposes. Multiple
flow field regimes in natural convection
have been identified in several important
enclosure geometries. New questions have
arisen on the nature of equations being
used in theoretical studies, i. e. , the
Validity of Darcy assumption is being
brought into question; Wall effects in
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high and low velocity flow fields have
been found to play a role in predicting
transport coefficients; The formulation of
transport problems in fractured media are
being investigated as both an extension of
those in a homogeneous medium and for
application in engineering systems in
geologic media and problems on saturated
media are being addressed to determine
their proper formulation and solution. The
long standing problem of how to adequately
formulate and solve problems of multiphase heat and mass transfer in
heterogeneous media is important in the
technologies of chemical reactor
engineering and enhanced oil recovery.
Heat Transfer Engineering: Fundamentals
and Techniques reviews the core mechanisms
of heat transfer and provides modern
methods to solve practical problems
encountered by working practitioners, with
a particular focus on developing
engagement and motivation. The book
reviews fundamental concepts in
conduction, forced convection, free
convection, boiling, condensation, heat
exchangers and mass transfer succinctly
and without unnecessary exposition.
Throughout, copious examples drawn from
current industrial practice are examined
with an emphasis on problem-solving for
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interest and insight rather than the
procedural approaches often adopted in
courses. The book contains numerous
important solved and unsolved problems,
utilizing modern tools and computational
sources wherever relevant. A subsection on
common issues and recent advances is
presented in each chapter, encouraging the
reader to explore a greater diversity of
problems. Reveals physical solutions
alongside their application in practical
problems, with an aim of generating
interest from reality rather than dry
exposition Reviews pertinent, contemporary
computational tools, including emerging
topics such as machine learning Describes
the complexity of modern heat transfer in
an engaging and conversational style,
greatly adding to the uniqueness and
accessibility of the book
From Bioengineering and Microelectronics
to Nanotechnology
Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer
Heat Transfer Engineering
Basics and Practice
In the present book the reader will find a
review of methods for constructing a
certain class of asymptotic solutions,
which we call self-stabilizing solutions.
This class includes solitons, kinks,
traveling waves, etc. It can be said that
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either the solutions from this class or
their derivatives are localized in the
neighborhood of a certain curve or
surface. For the present edition, the book
published in Moscow by the Nauka
publishing house in 1987, was almost
completely revised, essentially up-dated,
and shows our present understanding of the
problems considered. The new results,
obtained by the authors after the Russian
edition was published, are referred to in
footnotes. As before, the book can be
divided into two parts: the methods for
constructing asymptotic solutions (
Chapters I-V) and the application of these
methods to some concrete problems
(Chapters VI-VII). In Appendix a method
for justification some asymptotic
solutions is discussed briefly. The final
formulas for the asymptotic solutions are
given in the form of theorems. These
theorems are unusual in form, since they
present the results of calculations. The
authors hope that the book will be useful
to specialists both in differential
equations and in the mathematical modeling
of physical and chemical processes. The
authors express their gratitude to
Professor M. Hazewinkel for his attention
to this work and his support.
This broad-based book covers the three
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major areas of Chemical Engineering. Most
of the books in the market involve one of
the individual areas, namely, Fluid
Mechanics, Heat Transfer or Mass Transfer,
rather than all the three. This book
presents this material in a single source.
This avoids the user having to refer to a
number of books to obtain information.
Most published books covering all the
three areas in a single source emphasize
theory rather than practical issues. This
book is written with emphasis on practice
with brief theoretical concepts in the
form of questions and answers, not
adopting stereo-typed question-answer
approach practiced in certain books in the
market, bridging the two areas of theory
and practice with respect to the core
areas of chemical engineering. Most parts
of the book are easily understandable by
those who are not experts in the field.
Fluid Mechanics chapters include basics on
non-Newtonian systems which, for instance
find importance in polymer and food
processing, flow through piping, flow
measurement, pumps, mixing technology and
fluidization and two phase flow. For
example it covers types of pumps and
valves, membranes and areas of their use,
different equipment commonly used in
chemical industry and their merits and
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drawbacks. Heat Transfer chapters cover
the basics involved in conduction,
convection and radiation, with emphasis on
insulation, heat exchangers, evaporators,
condensers, reboilers and fired heaters.
Design methods, performance, operational
issues and maintenance problems are
highlighted. Topics such as heat pipes,
heat pumps, heat tracing, steam traps,
refrigeration, cooling of electronic
devices, NOx control find place in the
book. Mass transfer chapters cover basics
such as diffusion, theories, analogies,
mass transfer coefficients and mass
transfer with chemical reaction, equipment
such as tray and packed columns, column
internals including structural packings,
design, operational and installation
issues, drums and separators are discussed
in good detail. Absorption, distillation,
extraction and leaching with applications
and design methods, including emerging
practices involving Divided Wall and
Petluk column arrangements, multicomponent
separations, supercritical solvent
extraction find place in the book.
Gas-solid flows are involved in numerous
industrial processes and occur in various
natural phenomena. This authoritative book
addresses the fundamental principles that
govern gas-solid flows and the application
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of these principles to various gas-solid
flow systems. The book is arranged in two
parts: Part I deals with basic
relationships and phenomena, including
particle size and properties, collision
mechanics, momentum transfer, heat and
mass transfer, basic equations, and
intrinsic phenomena in gas-solid flows.
Part II discusses gas-solid flow systems
of industrial interest such as gas-solid
separators, hoppers and standpipes, densephase fluidized beds, fluidized beds,
pneumatic conveying systems, and heat and
mass transfer in fluidization systems. As
a comprehensive text on gas-solid flows,
which includes end-of-chapter problems,
this book is aimed at students, but will
also be useful to a broad range of
engineers and applied scientists.
Solutions manual available.
Conjugate Heat and Mass Transfer in Heat
Mass Exchanger Ducts bridges the gap
between fundamentals and recent
discoveries, making it a valuable tool for
anyone looking to expand their knowledge
of heat exchangers. The first book on the
market to cover conjugate heat and mass
transfer in heat exchangers, author Li-Zhi
Zhang goes beyond the basics to cover
recent advancements in equipment for
energy use and environmental control (such
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as heat and moisture recovery ventilators,
hollow fiber membrane modules for
humidification/dehumidification, membrane
modules for air purification, desiccant
wheels for air dehumidification and energy
recovery, and honeycomb desiccant beds for
heat and moisture control). Explaining the
data behind and the applications of
conjugated heat and mass transfer allows
for the design, analysis, and optimization
of heat and mass exchangers. Combining
this recently discovered data into one
source makes it an invaluable reference
for professionals, academics, and other
interested parties. A research-based
approach emphasizing numerical methods in
heat mass transfer Introduces basic data
for exchangers’ design (such as friction
factors and the Nusselt/Sherwood numbers),
methods to solve conjugated problems, the
modeling of various heat and mass
exchangers, and more The first book to
include recently discovered advancements
of mass transfer and fluid flow in
channels comprised of new materials
Includes illustrations to visually depict
the book’s key concepts
Convective Heat and Mass Transfer in
Rotating Disk Systems
Heat and Mass Transfer Data Book
Fluid Mechanics, Heat Transfer, and Mass
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Transfer
VDI Heat Atlas

"This comprehensive text on the basics of
heat and mass transfer provides a wellbalanced treatment of theory and
mathematical and empirical methods used for
solving a variety of engineering problems.
The book helps students develop an intuitive
and practical under-standing of the processes
by emphasizing the underlying physical
phenomena involved. Focusing on the
requirement to clearly explain the essential
fundamentals and impart the art of problemsolving, the text is written to meet the needs
of undergraduate students in mechanical
engineering, production engineering,
industrial engineering, auto-mobile
engineering, aeronautical engineering,
chemical engineering, and biotechnology.
Is the heat and mass transfer intensification
defined as a new paradigm of process
engineering, or is it just a common and old
idea, renamed and given the current taste?
Where might intensification occur? How to
achieve intensification? How the shape
optimization of thermal and fluidic devices
leads to intensified heat and mass transfers?
To answer these questions, Heat & Mass
Transfer Intensification and Shape
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Optimization: A Multi-scale Approach clarifies
the definition of the intensification by
highlighting the potential role of the multiscale structures, the specific interfacial area,
the distribution of driving force, the modes of
energy supply and the temporal aspects of
processes. A reflection on the methods of
process intensification or heat and mass
transfer enhancement in multi-scale
structures is provided, including porous
media, heat exchangers, fluid distributors,
mixers and reactors. A multi-scale approach
to achieve intensification and shape
optimization is developed and clearly
explained. Providing readers with a tool box
of reflections, techniques, methods,
supported by literature reviews, Heat & Mass
Transfer Intensification and Shape
Optimization: A Multi-scale Approach will be a
key guide for students, a teaching aid for
lecturers and a source of inspiration for
future research subjects.
Heat exchangers with minichannel and
microchannel flow passages are becoming
increasingly popular due to their ability to
remove large heat fluxes under single-phase
and two-phase applications. Heat Transfer
and Fluid Flow in Minichannels and
Microchannels methodically covers gas,
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liquid, and electrokinetic flows, as well as
flow boiling and condensation, in minichannel
and microchannel applications. Examining
biomedical applications as well, the book is
an ideal reference for anyone involved in the
design processes of microchannel flow
passages in a heat exchanger. Each chapter
is accompanied by a real-life case study New
edition of the first book that solely deals with
heat and fluid flow in minichannels and
microchannels Presents findings that are
directly useful to designers; researchers can
use the information in developing new
models or identifying research needs
With Wiley’s Enhanced E-Text, you get all the
benefits of a downloadable, reflowable eBook
with added resources to make your study
time more effective. Fundamentals of Heat
and Mass Transfer 8th Edition has been the
gold standard of heat transfer pedagogy for
many decades, with a commitment to
continuous improvement by four authors’
with more than 150 years of combined
experience in heat transfer education,
research and practice. Applying the rigorous
and systematic problem-solving methodology
that this text pioneered an abundance of
examples and problems reveal the richness
and beauty of the discipline. This edition
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makes heat and mass transfer more
approachable by giving additional emphasis
to fundamental concepts, while highlighting
the relevance of two of today’s most critical
issues: energy and the environment.
Modeling and Control of Engines and
Drivelines
Advanced Heat and Mass Transfer
A HEAT TRANSFER TEXTBOOK
Heat and Mass Transfer in Capillary-Porous
Bodies
Control systems have come to play an
important role in the performance of
modern vehicles with regards to meeting
goals on low emissions and low fuel
consumption. To achieve these goals,
modeling, simulation, and analysis have
become standard tools for the
development of control systems in the
automotive industry. Modeling and
Control of Engines and Drivelines
provides an up-to-date treatment of the
topic from a clear perspective of
systems engineering and control
systems, which are at the core of
vehicle design. This book has three
main goals. The first is to provide a
thorough understanding of component
models as building blocks. It has
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therefore been important to provide
measurements from real processes, to
explain the underlying physics, to
describe the modeling considerations,
and to validate the resulting models
experimentally. Second, the authors
show how the models are used in the
current design of control and diagnosis
systems. These system designs are never
used in isolation, so the third goal is
to provide a complete setting for
system integration and evaluation,
including complete vehicle models
together with actual requirements and
driving cycle analysis. Key features:
Covers signals, systems, and control in
modern vehicles Covers the basic
dynamics of internal combustion engines
and drivelines Provides a set of
standard models and includes examples
and case studies Covers turbo- and
super-charging, and automotive
dependability and diagnosis Accompanied
by a web site hosting example models
and problems and solutions Modeling and
Control of Engines and Drivelines is a
comprehensive reference for graduate
students and the authors’ close
collaboration with the automotive
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industry ensures that the knowledge and
skills that practicing engineers need
when analysing and developing new
powertrain systems are also covered.
This book, "Heat and Mass Transfer in
Porous Media", presents a set of new
developments in the field of basic and
applied research work on the physical
and chemical aspects of heat and mass
transfer phenomena in a porous medium
domain, as well as related material
properties and their measurements. The
book contents include both theoretical
and experimental developments,
providing a self-contained major
reference that is appealing to both the
scientists and the engineers. At the
same time, these topics will encounter
of a variety of scientific and
engineering disciplines, such as
chemical, civil, agricultural,
mechanical engineering, etc. The book
is divided in several chapters that
intend to be a short monograph in which
the authors summarize the current state
of knowledge for benefit of
professionals.
This best-selling book in the field
provides a complete introduction to the
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physical origins of heat and mass
transfer. Noted for its crystal clear
presentation and easy-to-follow problem
solving methodology, Incropera and
Dewitt's systematic approach to the
first law develop readers confidence in
using this essential tool for thermal
analysis.· Introduction to Conduction·
One-Dimensional, Steady-State
Conduction· Two-Dimensional, SteadyState Conduction· Transient Conduction·
Introduction to Convection· External
Flow· Internal Flow· Free Convection·
Boiling and Condensation· Heat
Exchangers· Radiation: Processes and
Properties· Radiation Exchange Between
Surfaces· Diffusion Mass Transfer
The entire bookhas been throughly
revised and a large number of solved
examples under heading
Additional/Typical Worked Examples
(Questions selected from various
Universities and Competitive
Examinations)have been added at the end
of the book.
A Biological Context, Second Edition
Heat & Mass Transfer 2E
Conjugate Heat and Mass Transfer in
Heat Mass Exchanger Ducts
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Previews of Heat and Mass Transfer
Convective Heat and Mass Transfer, Second
Edition, is ideal for the graduate level
study of convection heat and mass transfer,
with coverage of well-established theory and
practice as well as trending topics, such as
nanoscale heat transfer and CFD. It is
appropriate for both Mechanical and Chemical
Engineering courses/modules.
This book provides a solid foundation in the
principles of heat and mass transfer and
shows how to solve problems by applying
modern methods. The basic theory is developed
systematically, exploring in detail the
solution methods to all important problems.
The revised second edition incorporates stateof-the-art findings on heat and mass transfer
correlations. The book will be useful not
only to upper- and graduate-level students,
but also to practicing scientists and
engineers. Many worked-out examples and
numerous exercises with their solutions will
facilitate learning and understanding, and an
appendix includes data on key properties of
important substances.
For more than 50 years, the Springer VDI Heat
Atlas has been an indispensable working means
for engineers dealing with questions of heat
transfer. Featuring 50% more content, this
new edition covers most fields of heat
transfer in industrial and engineering
applications. It presents the
interrelationships between basic scientific
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methods, experimental techniques, model-based
analysis and their transfer to technical
applications.
Revised extensively ad updated with several
new topics, this book discusses the
principles and applications of "Heat and Mass
Tansfer". It is written with extensive
pedagogy, clear explanations adn examples
throughout to elucidate the concepts and
facilitate problem solving.
Chemical Engineering Practice
FUNDAMENTALS OF HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
Mathematical Modelling of Heat and Mass
Transfer Processes
Heat and Mass Transfer

The book provides an easy way to understand
the fundamentals of heat transfer. The reader will
acquire the ability to design and analyze heat
exchangers. Without extensive derivation of the
fundamentals, the latest correlations for heat
transfer coefficients and their application are
discussed. The following topics are presented Steady state and transient heat conduction - Free
and forced convection - Finned surfaces Condensation and boiling - Radiation - Heat
exchanger design - Problem-solving After
introducing the basic terminology, the reader is
made familiar with the different mechanisms of
heat transfer. Their practical application is
demonstrated in examples, which are available in
the Internet as MathCad files for further use.
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Tables of material properties and formulas for
their use in programs are included in the
appendix. This book will serve as a valuable
resource for both students and engineers in the
industry. The author’s experience indicates that
students, after 40 lectures and exercises of 45
minutes based on this textbook, have proved
capable of designing independently complex
heat exchangers such as for cooling of rocket
propulsion chambers, condensers and
evaporators for heat pumps.
Heat Transfer has been written for
undergraduate students in mechanical, nuclear,
and chemical engineering programs. The
success of Anthony Mill's Basic Heat and Mass
Transfer and Heat Transfer continues with two
new editions for 1999. The careful ordering of
topics in each chapter leads students gradually
from introductory concepts to advanced
material, eliminating road blocks to developing
solid engineering problem-solving skills.
Mathematical concepts, from earlier courses, are
reviewed on as needed basis refreshing
students' memories, and the computational
software integrated with the text allows them to
obtain reliable numerical results. The integrated
coverage of design principles and the wide
variety of exercises based on current heat and
mass transfer technologies encourages students
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to think like engineers, better preparing them for
the engineering workplace.
About the Book: Salient features: A number of
Complex problems along with the solutions are
provided Objective type questions for selfevaluation and better understanding of the
subject Problems related to the practical aspects
of the subject have been worked out Checking
the authenticity of dimensional homogeneity in
case of all derived equations Validation of
numerical solutions by cross checking Plenty of
graded exercise problems from simple to
complex situations are included Variety of
questions have been included for the clear
grasping of the basic principles Redrawing of all
the figures for more clarity and understanding
Radiation shape factor charts and Heisler charts
have also been included Essential tables are
included The basic topics have been elaborately
discussed Presented in a more better and
fresher way Contents: An Overview of Heat
Transfer Steady State Conduction Conduction
with Heat Generation Heat Transfer with
Extended Surfaces (FINS) Two Dimensional
Steady Heat Conduction Transient Heat
Conduction Convection Convective Heat
Transfer Practical Correlation Flow Over
Surfaces Forced Convection Natural Convection
Phase Change Processes Boiling, Condensation,
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Freezing and Melting Heat Exchangers Thermal
Radiation Mass Transfer
This substantially revised text represents a
broader based biological engineering title. It
includes medicine and other applications that
are desired in curricula supported by the
American Society of Agricultural and Biological
Engineers, as well as many bioengineering
departments in both U.S. and worldwide
departments. This new edition will focus
Heat and Mass Transfer in Porous Media
Heat-Mass Transfer and Geodynamics of the
Lithosphere
Modelling of Convective Heat and Mass Transfer
in Rotating Flows
HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
Completely updated, the seventh edition provides
engineers with an in-depth look at the key concepts in the
field. It incorporates new discussions on emerging areas of
heat transfer, discussing technologies that are related to
nanotechnology, biomedical engineering and alternative
energy. The example problems are also updated to better
show how to apply the material. And as engineers follow
the rigorous and systematic problem-solving methodology,
they'll gain an appreciation for the richness and beauty of
the discipline.
The book is devoted to investigation of a series of problems
of convective heat and mass transfer in rotating-disk
systems. Such systems are widespread in scienti?c and
engineering applications. As examples from the practical
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area, one can mention gas turbine and computer
engineering, disk brakes of automobiles, rotating-disk air
cleaners, systems of microclimate, extractors, dispensers of
liquids, evaporators, c- cular saws, medical equipment,
food process engineering, etc. Among the scienti?c
applications, it is necessary to point out rotating-disk
electrodes used for experim- tal determination of the
diffusion coef?cient in electrolytes. The system consisting
of a ?xed disk and a rotating cone that touches the disk by
its vertex is widely used for measurement of the viscosity
coef?cient of liquids. For time being, large volume of
experimental and computational data on par- eters of ?uid
?ow, heat and mass transfer in different types of rotatingdisk systems have been accumulated, and different
theoretical approaches to their simulation have been
developed. This obviously causes a need of systematization
and generalization of these data in a book form.
THE BOOK HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER IS
INTENDED FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS FOR
THEIR CURRICULUM AND FOR PRACTICING
ENGINEERS
CD-ROM contains: the limited academic version of
Engineering equation solver(EES) with homework
problems.
Emerging Topics in Heat and Mass Transfer in Porous
Media
Heat Transfer
Convective Heat and Mass Transfer
Heat and Mass Transfer Intensification and Shape
Optimization
This textbook presents the classical treatment of the
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problems of heat transfer in an exhaustive manner with
due emphasis on understanding of the physics of the
problems. This emphasis will be especially visible in the
chapters on convective heat transfer. Emphasis is also
laid on the solution of steady and unsteady twodimensional heat conduction problems. Another special
feature of the book is a chapter on introduction to
design of heat exchangers and their illustrative design
problems. A simple and understandable treatment of
gaseous radiation has been presented. A special
chapter on flat plate solar air heater has been
incorporated that covers mathematical modeling of the
air heater. The chapter on mass transfer has been
written looking specifically at the needs of the students
of mechanical engineering. The book includes a large
number and variety of solved problems with supporting
line diagrams. A number of application-based examples
have been incorporated where applicable. The end-ofchapter exercise problems are supplemented with
stepwise answers. Though the book has been primarily
designed to serve as a complete textbook for
undergraduate and graduate students of mechanical
engineering, it will also be useful for students of
chemical, aerospace, automobile, production, and
industrial engineering streams. The book fully covers
the topics of heat transfer coursework and can also be
used as an excellent reference for students preparing
for competitive graduate examinations.
This volume is devoted to investigation of all aspects of
heat-mass transfer processes at different scales and
from various origins, as well as the formation and
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evolution of geological structures. These phenomena
are linked to geophysical properties of rocks,
geothermal resources, geothermics, fluid dynamics,
stress-state of the lithosphere, deep geodynamics,
plate tectonics, and seismicity, among others. The book
consists of two main parts. The first concerns heatmass transfer associated with natural and technogenic
processes in the upper lithosphere. The second deals
with geodynamics and seismicity. The collection of over
25 chapter from leading investigators in Russia is thus
an important contribution to research on the
lithosphere in connection with formation and evolution
of geological structures; heat and mass transfer
processes in the lithosphere and their connection with
deep Earth geodynamics. Collects a range of research
methodologies including application of modelling,
seismic tomography, geological field works, geologicalgeophysical methods, and in situ measurements
through instrumentation; Explains how a wide range of
geological and geophysical phenomena arising in the
Earth’s lithosphere can be investigated under the
umbrella of a common approach to heat-mass transfer
processes; Includes the latest research by more than
60 leading scientists from Russia.
Convective Heat and Mass Transfer in Porous Media
Fundamentals Of Heat And Mass Transfer, 5Th Ed
Principles of Gas-Solid Flows
Heat and Mass Transfer Data
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